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WHEREAS the GA Project Coordinators are responsible for shaping the vision as well managing the infrastructure of their projects; and

WHEREAS Project Coordinator duties include overseeing the budget, building relationships with a variety of university and community stakeholders, designing and implementing student programming, as well as advocacy action plans on the student and administrative levels; and

WHEREAS “coordinators” typically execute programming dictated by others and assist with the more detailed logistics, are expected to meet expectations of predetermined outcomes for the project, and do not exercise control over their given project budget; and

WHEREAS “directors” determine the scope, vision, breadth, and depth of their programs and advocacy agendas, regularly create, revise, and re-shape their strategic goals, and are asked to manage and reassess their budget and finances annually; and

WHEREAS the current title is misaligned with the Project Coordinators’ roles and responsibilities; therefore be it

RESOLVED that Project Coordinators will now be referred to as Project Directors; and finally be it

RESOLVED that the bylaws and other official GA documents be amended to change every instance of “Project Coordinator” to “Project Director”.